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In recent years, with the rapid development of social economy and the wide 
application of computer technology, the office has relied heavily on the computer 
network platform and related information. To design a practical document flow 
system of colleges and universities, realize office automation, administrative 
document sending and receiving and processing in colleges and universities is very 
good, can not only improve the quality of work, but also to optimize the efficiency of 
your work. 
This research thought of college office to design a practical document flow 
system for the purpose, through careful investigation to understand work system of 
colleges and universities a series of requirements, which mainly contains the business 
requirements, functional requirements, non-functional requirements for system design. 
Provide high efficiency of document processing services to the university office, 
archive service, transaction management, backstage management services, personal 
office platform services such as design idea, combining the work demand with the 
official document system design in detail. The main work includes the following 
aspects: 
1, the analysis of traditional office mode in colleges and universities as well as 
the existing problems, and combined with the basic concept and connotation of the 
electronic document flow, from the network architecture, software architecture, the 
overall function module and database four aspects to the design of the system, to 
develop a suitable for the electronic document flow system in colleges and 
universities, the paperless for internal document flow in colleges and universities, 
automation, intelligent operation, significantly enhance the work flow velocity at the 
same time, also can greatly increase the safety of the document flow, a clear 
responsibility. 
2, through the analysis of the requirements of document flow system and 
characteristics of planning and design document flow module of function structure, 















personal management module, workflow and management module, document 
transceiver module, project management module, vehicle management module and 
other parts of the design and implementation, designed and implemented in the school 
network platform, the departments area and individual, individual and personal 
communication. 
This study aims to make the university administrative office workers can achieve 
efficient document management with the purpose of the document flow smoothly at 
the same time, also for the office of management and leadership decision-making to 
provide a more scientific basis, comprehensively improve office staff work efficiency 
and work quality. 
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